1. Introduction

1.1. Function and form

Pragmatic particles do not contribute to the propositional content of an utterance. This important (negative) property of pragmatic particles is not sufficient as a defining characteristic, though, because it also holds for a number of focus particles and emotional interjections. A short positive definition of pragmatic particles is, however, not easy to give, because the items involved fulfill a whole array of functions: they can modify the illocutionary force, indicate the beginning, continuation and end of a turn, they can indicate a coherence break in the ongoing discourse, or signal the background or foreground status of a stretch of discourse. In general, pragmatic particles help to structure the communication process and to embed utterances into their communicative context.

We call the linguistic forms that fulfill the function of communicative embedding and organization 'pragmatic particles', because they typically are uninflectable, short, monosyllabic, unaccentable forms. From a morphological point of view, particles are intermediate between full words and affixes (cf. Zwicky 1985; Léard 1996; van Baar 1996, 1997: ch. 6). Other types of expressions, like polysyllabic words (moreover), phrases (you know), tags (isn't it) and enclitic forms (-han/hän in Finnish) can fulfill the function of pragmatic embedding and organization as well. Even suprasegmental, paralinguistic and non-verbal expressive means could be added to this list. The term 'particle' is
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thus used here in a prototypical way. If one wants to avoid the phonological-
morphological association of the term ‘pragmatic particle,’ one could use the
more neutral term ‘pragmatic marker’ instead (cf. Höcker 1990:80; Fraser 1996).
See for the use of the term, ‘particle’ in the history of linguistic thought

A linguistic form that can function as a pragmatic particle typically
fulfills other functions as well. English well can be used as a pragmatic particle,
in which case it is parenthetic (I have the feeling that he’s - well - not too keen on
the idea) or in utterance-initial position (A: What does your daughter in law call
you? B: Well that’s a sore spot, Schiffrin 1987:109), but in other positions it can
function as a ‘normal’ adverb (John doesn’t feel very well). Thus, instead of
saying "Form A is a pragmatic particle in language X" it is more appropriate to
say "Form A can function as a pragmatic particle in language X". If we keep in
mind that - we actually mean ‘use as a pragmatic particle’, then there is no
objection to the term ‘pragmatic particle’ as a shorthand.

It is not always easy to decide whether we should consider a certain use
of a form as a pragmatic particle use. Whereas Brausse (1991) argues that the
German negation particle nicht should be considered as a pragmatic particle in
examples like Mußt du nicht gehen? (“Don’t you have to go?”), and Wegener
(1989) considers the German pronominals mir and dir (known as ‘ethical dative’)
in Fall mir nicht! (“Don’t fall!”) as pragmatic particles, Meibauer (1994:43) does
not agree with Brausse’s and Wegener’s view.

1.2. Examples

Before we continue with a few more introductory remarks, it might be helpful to
provide some examples containing pragmatic particles. For ease of reference, the
extamples have all been chosen from papers in Weydt (1989).

(1) Sedni be! (p. 108, Bulgarian)
Sit down part.
Do sit down' (impatient).

(2) Nani iorun zo. (p. 121, Japanese)
What are you saying part (negative tone)
(3) Er kommt *doch* heute? (p. 285, German)
He comes *part* today
‘He is coming today, isn’t he?’

Are you able to do that? *part* Me, sure!

(5) *Anyway*, we’ll try it for a few minutes (p. 612, English).

(6) *On* baa lumó má weri. (p. 418, Sissala).
Monkey *part* quick also very
‘Moreover, the monkey is also very quick’.

(7) Ty *ved’pojdeš* s nami. (p. 629, Russian).
You *part* are coming with us
‘You are coming with us, aren’t you?’

(8) Pu ton ides *de?* (p. 547, Modern Greek)
Where him saw-you *part*
‘Where did you see him?’ (dissatisfaction about not giving an answer more quickly)

As these examples show, the pragmatic particles can occur utterance-initially, sentence-internally, and sentence finally. Languages seem to have individual preferences for the placement of pragmatic particles, but these preferences are not absolute. In the Dutch utterance “Overigens is de soep wel heet *koor!*” (“By the way, the soup is hot, you hear!”), the beginning, middle and end of the utterance contain a pragmatic particle. Vedic Sanskrit puts its pragmatic particles in a second, clitic, position (see Schäufele 1996).
1.3. Definitions and terminology


their role ... is more to ‘fit’ the context than to communicate new information ... Pragmatic particles ... reflect choices among the numerous ways in which individual utterances can be situated in their discourse context.

Other authors use a different term, but the definitions they give are often very similar to that of Fillmore. Hansen (1996:292) defines what she calls discourse particles as

non-propositional connective items of variable scope, whose meaning is entirely procedural, and which function as instructions from speaker to hearer on how to integrate their host unit into a coherent mental representation of the discourse.

With ‘variable scope’ Hansen means that besides (parts of) individual utterances longer stretches of discourse can be the ‘host’ of a pragmatic particle.

Fernandez (1994:5) uses the term ‘particules énonciatives’, and her definition is as follows:

Une PEN [particule énonciative] doit être dépourvue de sens propositionnel, qualifier le processus d’énonciation plutôt que la structure des énoncés, et ancrer les messages du locuteur dans ses attitudes (/sentiments) de façon indirecte ou implicite.

[A pragmatic particle must be void of propositional meaning, qualify the process of communication rather than the structure of the utterance, and anchor the message of the speaker in his attitudes (/sentiments) in a direct or implicit way].
With ‘façon indirect ou implicite’ Fernandez probably wants to point out the deictic character of pragmatic particles: They do not describe an aspect of the context, they only indicate that a contextual aspect of a certain type should be taken into consideration by the hearer in the interpretation process (cf. Petrič 1996). Hentschel (1986) uses the term ‘metakommunikative Deixis’ for this property of pragmatic particles.

In the literature, there are many terms used to refer to the class of pragmatic particles as a whole or to a functionally or formally defined subclass, among which are the following: Discourse particles (Abraham ed. 1991, Kroon 1995, Hansen 1996), discourse markers (Schiffrin 1987, Miracle 1989, Fraser 1990, Traugott 1995), pragmatic markers (Fraser 1996), pragmatic operators (Ariel 1994), pragmatic expressions (Erman 1992), non-referential indexes (Cook 1992), void pragmatic connectives (Even-Zohar 1982), inference particles (Fretheim 1989), ‘mystery’ particles and affixes (Longacre 1976), semantic constraints on relevance (Blakemore 1987), apposition markers (Blakemore 1996), phatic connectives (Bazzanella 1990), utterance particles (Gibbons 1980, Luke 1989, 1990), punctors (Vincent and Sankoff 1992), attitude markers (Dimmendaal 1996), connecteurs pragmatiques (Rubattel 1987), connecteurs phatiques (Davoine 1980), marqueurs de structuration de la conversation (Auchlin 1981), marqueurs de la reformulation paraphrastique (Gülich & Kotschi 1983), Gesprächswörter (Burkhardt 1982), Gliederungssignale (Gülich 1970), Pragmalexeme (Rathmayr 1985), redecharakterisierende Adverbiale (Niehüser 1989), Abtönungspartikeln (Weydt 1969, Burkhardt 1994), Modalpartikeln (Jacobs 1991, Lindner 1991), minimale interactieve taalvormen ('minimal interactive language forms', Mönnink 1988), etc. This terminological variation reflects a variation in approaches and viewpoints which makes it difficult to compare and evaluate the different results of research.
1.4. Other categories

In order to get a clearer view on the specific properties of pragmatic particles, they are often contrasted with interjections, conjunctions and certain subclasses of adverbs. Some of these other classes are:

- Focus particles (like English only and even, cf. König 1991). Some forms that function as a focus particle can also be used as a modal particle (German auch, nur, schon), which might be an indication of a certain affinity. Like the modal (and other pragmatic) particles, the focus particles have an embedding or integrating function, but what they integrate is part of the propositional content into the referential domain. Pragmatic particles, on the other hand, integrate the utterance into the communicative process.

- Sentence adverbs which express the speaker’s epistemic or emotional attitude towards the propositional content, like English probably and unfortunately. For their proper interpretation it is not necessary to take the communicative context into consideration.

- Purely emotional interjections, like English ouch or yow for expressing pain. Some pragmatic particles can be categorized as interjections, like well and anyway, but not all interjections function as pragmatic particles. See on interjections Ehlich (1986), Ameka (1992) and Wilkins (1995).

- Conjunctions, in case they relate the propositional content in a purely conceptual way. English and, because and after indicate additive, causal and temporal relations respectively. But pragmatic research has made clear that many of these items can be used in a pragmatic way. In the latter case, we will consider them as pragmatic particles, cf. Hansen (1996:76). One of Sweetser’s (1990:126) examples of the pragmatic use of because is ‘What are you doing tonight, because there’s a good movie on’. The distinction between the semantic and pragmatic uses of a conjunction is accepted by many authors (see, for example, Van Dijk 1979, Petter 1985, Schiffrin 1986, Sweetser 1990, Sanders et al. 1993, Vandepitte 1993, Snoeck Henkemans 1995, Nolke 1995, Lamirov & van Belle 1995, Rudolph 1996).

Although this listing of categories might give the impression that we have to do with strictly discrete categories, in practical analysis we often see that they shade into one another.
2. Synchronic analysis

2.1. Frameworks

Many pragmatic concepts and theories have been used in some way or other in the analysis of pragmatic particles: speech act theory, maxims, contextualization cues, text theory, politeness theory, relevance theory. This section gives an idea of the application of the general pragmatic notions and theories in the research on pragmatic particles.

In the seventies, the notion of ‘illocutionary force indicating devices’ (‘ifids’) was popular, and the pragmatic particles were considered good candidates for being ifids (Helbig 1977, Gibbons 1980). In Bublitz’s (1978) analysis Grice’s maxims played an important role, whereas Brown and Levinson (1987:146-162) analyzed Tzeltal and Tamil particles from the perspective of their politeness theory. Schiffrin (1987) developed a discourse model especially for the description of English discourse markers. The approach in this book has been widely applied, often in an eclectic way, for example in Luke (1989, 1990), Maynard (1989, 1992) and Schleppegrell (1991). Unger (1996) discusses the relevance of different discourse models for the analysis of discourse connectives.

Relevance theory has been applied both in the analysis of English discourse markers (Blakemore 1987, 1988; Jucker 1993) and in the study of particles in other languages: Blass (1990) on Sissala; König & Requardt (1992) on German modal particles, Itani (1992, 1993) on Japanese sentence-final particles. See also the special issue of Lingua 90:1/2 (1990) on ‘Relevance Theory’.

In French linguistics, the argumentation theory of Oswald Ducrot (Ducrot et al. 1980; Anscombre & Ducrot 1983) has been influential (cf. Nyan 1991 as an example). The discourse model that was developed by the Genevan research group under the direction of Eddy Roulet (the ‘Geneva School’) can be seen as an elaboration of the Ducrot-Anscombe model. In the Cahiers de Linguistique Française, which has appeared from 1980 onwards, many analyses of French pragmatic particles can be found. The Genevan model has found a wide reception outside French linguistics (Egner 1989, Kroon 1995:50-54). Kroon (1995) combines the Genevan model with Schiffrin’s approach into a framework of her own, which she applies to Latin pragmatic particles, and which Wakker
(1995) in turn applies to Classical Greek particles. Hansen (1996) analyzes French discourse particles on the basis of her own framework, developed in critical discussion with the many models and frameworks that are available.


As a general trend in the research on pragmatic particles, a shift in preference can be noticed from static (speech act theory, text theory) to more dynamic models (conversation analysis, instructional semantics). The insight that verbal interaction is not pre-planned but is under permanent ad hoc construction, has become more and more important. Both for the speaker and the hearer, the pragmatic particles function as indicators in an interactive construction process. Spontaneous conversation is constructed ad hoc and this property could explain the high frequency of pragmatic particles in impromptu speech.

2.2. German modal particles

The research on German modal particles deserves special mention, because of its boom in the seventies and eighties. The class of German modal particles can be considered a subclass of the German pragmatic particles. They can be defined by formal properties (occurrence in the so-called ‘middle field’ of the sentence, not accented, not co-constituent of a phrase), but authors often give a functional characterisation of this group of particles (to which ja, doch, eben, nur, wohl, denn, etc. belong), cf. Burkhardt (1994:133):

Generell drücken diese Partikeln die subjektive Einschätzung des Sprechers hinsichtlich verschiedener Elemente der Kommunikationssituation aus. Zu dieser Situation gehören das Wissen und die Wünsche des Hörers, die Art der Anknüpfung an vorher Gesagtes oder Getanenes und die Meinungen und Präferenzen des Sprechers. [In general, these particles express the subjective judgment
of the speaker regarding different aspects of the communicative situation. To that situation belong the knowledge and the preferences of the hearer, the way of linking to what was said and done before and the opinions and preferences of the speaker.

After some early publications like Arndt (1960) and Krivonosow (1963) it was the publication of Weydt (1969) on modal particles, or ‘Abtönungsparikel’ as he called them, which was influential. Later, Weydt organized several congresses on particle research, the papers of which were published in a series of books, for example Weydt (1989). Van der Merve (1993:29) calls Weydt “the father of modern German particle research”.


Surprisingly, the boom in German particle research has not led to a specific theoretical model of German origin. Maybe the points of interest were too diverse. Weydt and his students were oriented to structural semantics, whereas for example Franck (1980), a rather influential publication, had a strong conversational orientation.

The fact that German modal particles are syntactically integrated in the sentence, stimulated a strong attention for syntactic and semantic questions which was absent in the study of English and French discourse markers. Distributional properties of modal particles like the following were studied: The actual position of these particles in the middle field of the sentence (cf. Hentschel 1986, ch. 5), the constraints on their occurrence in different sentence types (cf. Ott 1990, Thurmair 1993; Abraham 1995), the linear order in clusters of particles (cf. Thurmair 1989, 1991). The linear order of particles was also studied by De Vriendt et al. (1991) for Dutch, Wills (1993) for Classical Greek, Viché & Sankoff (1989) for French. Ickler (1994) argues that the syntactic behavior of the modal particles should be understood from their semantics, cf. also Brown & Levinson (1987:259-260), who suggest that “at least some of the structural properties of these items are being contextually determined”.

An important aspect of (modal) particles is their interaction with intonation, cf. Fretheim (1989), Östman (1990), Ormelius (1993), Kirsner et al.
(1994), Kirsner & Van Heuven (1996). The function of intonation is partly the same as that of pragmatic particles, namely embedding the utterance in its conversational context.

2.3. Other languages

Fernandez (1994) devotes one chapter (ch. 3) to an overview of the research on pragmatic particles in European languages and another (ch. 4) to the research on non-European languages. Whereas there is a systematic stream of research on English, French and German, the publications on many other languages are more incidental. In addition to Fernandez’ overview, the following references can be given as a first orientation.


2.4. Polymodality

A researcher who enters upon a synchronic description of pragmatic particles unavoidably encounters the problem that these items are typically poly- or
multifunctional. They often can fulfill different pragmatic functions, at the same
time having meanings that are propositional in nature. French *alors* fulfills
different pragmatic functions (cf. Hansen 1996, ch. 12), English *now* functions as
a discourse marker and as a temporal adverb, etc. The question of how this
polyfunctionality is best accounted for in a synchronic description has aroused a
lot of discussion. Homonymy, monosemy, polysemy, heterosemy, minimalism
and maximalism, are the general notions that structure the debate (cf. Posner

Advocates of a maximalistic, homonymous, description are rare, because
this position is theoretically unattractive. This is not to say that a careful analysis
which leads to an exhaustive inventory of the different functions a particle can
fulfill, is not a useful start for further research (cf. Franck’s 1980 inventory of the
different functions of German *doch*). It would be a methodological mistake to
assume that the different functions or meanings of a particle can be simply read
off the data.

There are, in contrast, many advocates of a minimalist, monosemous,
description of particles. Strong minimalism implies that all the functions,
propositional and non-propositional, can be unified (Zybatow 1988, Blass 1989,
Ormelius 1993, Meibauer 1994). In a less strong version of minimalism, only the
pragmatic uses are unified into one overarching function (Ormelius-Sandblom

On my analysis, discourse markers have a core pragmatic meaning, a
meaning separate from any content meaning of the homophonous
form, and a meaning which signals how the speaker intends the
message following to relate to the foregoing discourse.

In still another version of minimalism different levels of description are
distinguished, a unified abstract one and a more concrete level on which the
variation in meaning is accounted for (cf. Foolen 1989, Janssen 1995, Kroon
1995).

A description in which the different functions are related to each other in
a polysemous way can be considered as an intermediate position between
homonymy and monosemy. Such a view is in accordance with the cognitive view
on lexical meaning in general (cf. Tuggy 1993). In recent years, particle research
tends to orient itself more and more to this cognitive-linguistic position, cf. Hansen (1996, ch. 5).

2.5. Methodology

The functional and distributional properties of pragmatic particles seem to be hardly accessible to native speakers' intuitions, cf. reports like the following: "Typically, the native speaker uses such affixes and particles with complete assurance but is unable to verbalize anything very concrete as to their meaning and function" (Longacre 1976:468). Or Mansour (1985:62): "The particle baqa is used with some frequency in the Judeo-Arabic dialect of Bagdad, but if one asks a native speaker to translate it or describe its functions, he will find it difficult to do so". This means that empirical particle research must be based on corpus study. As pragmatic particles are found first and foremost in informal spoken conversation, the corpus must focus on that type of language use (cf. Stenström 1990a, 1990b for an example of an English corpus study).

The need for using corpus data does not mean that linguistic methodology that uses intuitions as its primary data is totally worthless. The influential study of Blakemore (1987) is solely based on the native speaker intuitions of the author. Kirsner et al. (1994) did experimental research using judgments on the proper use of the Dutch sentence-final particle hoor, and Vismans (1994, ch. 8) asked subjects for their judgments on directives with varying modal particles. Intuitions seem to be a suitable tool for those particles that are syntactically restricted in some way, like the modal particles. It is generally accepted nowadays that corpus analysis and systematic conversation and discourse analysis have primary roles among the methodologies used in the field of pragmatic particles research.

3. Diachronic research

Empirical diachronic research is dependent on the availability of data. Diachronic data are primarily written data, whereas pragmatic particles typically occur in informal spoken conversation. Against this background, it is surprising that diachronic research on pragmatic particles has been able to produce interesting
results. Hentschel (1986, ch. 3) traces the Germanic origins of the German modal particles *halt*, *eben*, *ja* and *doch*, as does Wauchope (1991) for some other particles. Burkhardt (1994) shows that the German modal particles originated from adverbs, conjunctions and adjectives. Östman & Wårvik (1994) analyze the occurrences of pragmatic particles in an Old-English text. Simon (1996) studies the occurrence of German modal particles in a 15th century text. Vismans (1994: ch. 4) shows, on the basis of a corpus of written plays, that the emergence of reinforcing modal particles in Dutch directives preceded the emergence of mitigating particles. He suggests that the history of politeness might have played a role here. On the development of German *aber* and *nur* as discourse connectors see Eroms (1996).

Function words, or ‘Synsementika’, diachronically originate from content words (Brausse 1994; Lehmann 1995). This holds for pragmatic particles as well. This insight has been formulated by several authors, cf., for example, Fábricz (1989:378): “Modal particles have emerged from different classes of words, some elements of which have gradually become specialized for fulfilling a function that belongs to the domain of linguistic subjectivity”. Grammaticalization theory thus seems to be one useful theoretical framework for the further study of the diachronic development of pragmatic particles, cf. Traugott & König (1991), Brinton (1996). Abraham (1991) applied grammaticalization theory to the German modal particles, and Traugott (1995) showed how the English discourse markers *indeed, in fact* and *besides* originated from prepositional phrases. Hakulinen & Seppänen (1992) traced the origin of the Finnish particle *kato*. The challenge in this type of research is to show what exactly the sources, paths and mechanisms are which played and play a role in the diachronic emergence of pragmatic particles. Much useful information is probably still to be found in the 19th century historical-philological literature, cf. Tobler (1878), to mention only one reference.
4. Sociolinguistic and psycholinguistic research

4.1. Speech events and text types

Pragmatic particles are sensitive to the speech event or text type, both quantitatively and qualitatively. Hentschel (1986, ch. 6) shows that the quantity of modal particles correlates with the degree of formality of the text type. Certain uses of pragmatic particles seem to occur typically in certain speech events, cf. the studies of Greasley (1994) on commentaries on a snooker game, and Heritage & Sorjonen (1994) on the use of and in medical interviews.

4.2. Social parameters

Erman (1992) showed that the use of pragmatic expressions is sensitive to gender. Holmes (1986) found that men and women use you know in the same proportion, but with different functions. Meyerhoff (1994) studied the use of eh as a sign of ethnic identity in New Zealand English. Heisler (1996) analyzed the social distribution of OK as a discourse marker in Montréal French. A special issue of Language variation and change (4:2, 1992) demonstrates quantitative methods in the sociolinguistic study of the use of pragmatic particles (cf. also Vincent 1993 for an introduction to this type of research).

4.3. Acquisition

As to first language acquisition of pragmatic particles, Östman (1981:45) claims that "... very few, if any, pragmatic expressions seem to emerge before the age of 2", whereas Gupta (1992:39) holds that "pragmatic particles are acquired early and easily". Although there is not necessarily a contradiction between these two findings, more research is clearly needed here. This holds as well for second language learning, both directed and undirected, the more so, as particles are a challenge to both teachers and students. One of the few studies is Kutsch (1985), who reports on the acquisition of German particles by a Turkish girl.
4.4. Processing

Bayer (1991) studied German aphatic patients judging sentences that contained focus particles and modal particles. Patients with left hemisphere damage had difficulties with the sentences containing focus particles. For the sentences with modal particles, no hemispheric bias was found. This intriguing result needs to be followed up more systematically.

5. Lexicography, teaching and translation

As Brown & Levinson (1987:273) note, particles "are just the kind of thing that tends to escape the net of the grammarian and the lexicographer". German particle researchers in particular have tried to use their analytical findings for more practically oriented works. Helbig & Buscha (1984) devote a whole chapter of their reference grammar of German (ch. 9) to the particles. This is matched by Leech & Svartvik (1994) with a section on 'linking signals' (p. 177-184).

In the 9th edition of Paul's German dictionary (1992), the particles have been given special attention. Bastert (1985) and Wolski (1986) present lexicographic reflections on the proper treatment of particles. Helbig (1988) is a special lexicon on German particles. König, Requardt & Stark (1990) is a bilingual German-English dictionary devoted to particles, the theoretical background of which can be found in König & Stark (1991). A big German-French lexicographic project on 'les mots de la communication' is in progress at the University of Nancy, see Métrich, Faucher & Courdier (1996).

The insight that "each language makes use of its particular resources, and what one language marks with a particle can be marked by stress, intonation, word order, verb forms, modality, or longer, more explicit phrases in another language" (Östman 1981:43), has led to much contrastive research, mostly on German in relation to some other language, for example Schubiger (1965, 1980), Bublitz (1978), Heinrich (1981), Requardt (1992), Nekula (1996), Masi (1996).

Reliable dictionaries and contrastive studies are the best help for translators, but they could possibly also profit from studies on how translators have dealt with pragmatic particles in actual translations, cf. Beerbom (1992) and Burkhardt (1995).
Finally, there is the didactic problem of teaching pragmatic particles to learners of a second or foreign language, cf. the reflections in Jiang (1994). Weydt et al. (1983), Helbig & Helbig (1995) and Van de Poel & van Elst (1996) offer special teaching material, which is meant as an addition to the existing foreign language courses, which, in their view, do not pay enough attention to the particles.

6. Future research

The systematic study of pragmatic particles still has a rather short history. After several rather isolated studies, particle research has flourished in the past 25 years. A lot of work still has to be done, however, in all the subfields that have been touched on in this overview. Besides descriptive and applied work, theoretical synthesizing is welcomed.

Those who want to orient themselves on the research done could start with recent studies like Kroon (1995) and Hansen (1996). Besides their careful analyses of Latin and French discourse markers, respectively, they present extensive and critical overviews of the pragmatic models and notions in the study of pragmatic particles. Those with a specific interest in the research on German modal particles could start with Ormelius-Sandblom (1997). Fernandez (1994) is an informative overview of particle research in general. Hölker (1990), Hartmann (1994) and Ariel (1994) provide short encyclopedic overviews. Older literature can be found via the bibliography of Weydt & Ehlers (1977). Reading of still older literature can also be inspiring. Here, ch. 1 in Lütten (1977) can be used as a guide. It is, for example, interesting to see how Denniston (1934) and Pos (1933) dealt with particles. They distinguish rational and emotive meaning, and stress the emotional-expressive function of particles. The pragmatic research on particles can also profit from the literature on non-verbal communication, see Key (1975), as there is functional overlap between pragmatic particles and non-verbal signs.
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